How Blue Light May Be Ruining Your Sleep and
Combatting It With SleepLiteTM Technology
Did you know that the screens we look at every day could
have a negative impact on our sleep quality? Luckily, with the
help of amber lighting – the end to a poor night’s sleep could
be closer than you think.
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Think

Blue Light and Sleep
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Dangers of blue light to your eyes
Blue light effects our body in several

Blue light exposure,
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A Revolution to End Blue Light
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– Amazon and Apple have acknowledged
the harm of blue light and acted against it.
Apple introduced “Night Shift Mode,”
which lets users transition an iPhone or
iPad’s normally bright and white screen
to a warmer colored screen before going
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blue light amongst tablets.
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Over exposure to blue light can cause

lead to decreased or poor sleep.

problems to your eyes in the forms of:
•

Digital eyestrain: Blue light emitted

Q: Is melatonin production impacted by

from screens can decrease contrast

light?

which

•

leads

to

digital

eyestrain.

Bad lighting and how often you use

A: Melatonin is a hormone in our bodies

technology can all cause irritated eyes

that helps to regulate our circadian

and difficulty focusing.8

rhythms. Our eyes contain receptors that

Retina damage: Over exposure to

are sensitive to blue light. Exposure to

blue light can lead to damaged cells

blue light at night can give messages to

in your retina which can lead to vision

our brain to decrease melatonin secretion,

problems

which tells us to wake up and be more alert.

like

age-related

macular
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•

Macular

degeneration:

This can disrupt our circadian rhythm.
Blurred

or

reduced central vision, due to thinning

Q: What damage can blue light exposure

of the macula, which is the part of the

do to our eyes?

retina responsible for clear vision in
your direct line of sight.9

A: Blue light exposure has been linked to
damage to the retina leading to macular

Ask The Expert

degeneration and permanent blindness.

We interviewed Susan White M.D. FAAP to
get her perspective on blue light and how

Q: What are the most popular devices we

it impacts sleep.

use that emit blue light?

Q: Are the effects of blue light a new topic

A: Sunlight is the main source of blue light.

in the medical world?

However, the most common man-made
sources of blue light include electronic

A: The negative effect of blue light exposure

devices such as phones, tablets, and

on sleep has been acknowledged, but there

computers.

is still a lot of research being done on this
subject. I do recommend avoidance of blue

Q: Why is it important to get “good quality”

light emitting electronics in the evenings

sleep on a consistent basis?

in my clinic, especially in adolescents who
have trouble getting adequate sleep.

A: Sleep is important for overall health and
can impact every part of our body. Poor

Q:

What is the main danger associated

with blue light exposure?

sleep has been associated with difficult
focusing, increased risk of infections,
depression, obesity, heart disease and

A: Blue light exposure, especially in the

diabetes. Poor sleep is also associated with

evening when we would otherwise be

behavior problems and trouble in school.

exposed to darkness, can negative impact
our body’s circadian rhythm which can
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Use Light to Your Advantage
Using light can actually benefit you while
you sleep, if you are using the right color
of light. Research has shown that warmer
colored lights can trigger the production
of melatonin, thus helping you sleep
better. There are new lights that have been
developed to emit warm color, which can
help your circadian rhythm rather than
harm it.
Jasco’s solution to the over exposure to
Q: Is there a situation where light exposure

blue light: GE-Branded LED SleepLite

is beneficial to the body?
A: Exposure to blue light in the form of
sunlight can be beneficial especially in
the day time to help regulate the body’s
circadian rhythm. Blue light exposure can

[Shop SleepLite]
Until we can live in a world where there is
no blue light emitted in our rooms while
we sleep, amber/warm colored night

improve alertness, memory and mood.

lights provide an incredible alternative. A

Q: What advice would you give parents

are the GE-branded LED SleepLite’s. By

who are struggling with ways to limit their

great solution that you can pick up today
promoting a natural sleep cycle, this LED

child’s intake of blue light?

SleepLite works to improve your overall

A: In teens, establishing set expectations

•

sleep quality with the following features:

when and where they can use these devices

•

Adjustable color temperature allows
high brightness, or off

•

Light sensing feature that turns the
light on when darkness is detected,
meaning the light won’t be on all night

scheduled times during the day and avoid
Keep bedrooms dark and avoid use of

that

you to choose from low brightness,

With younger children limit screen time to
using screens as part of a bedtime routine.

technology

the night light

and remove all electronics from bedrooms
to reserve those spaces for sleep.

light

removes virtually all blue light within

regarding screen time and electronic uses
at a young age can be helpful. Determine

Innovative

long`
•

The light output is low enough to not
disrupt sleep but sufficient enough to

lights that emit blue light as a nightlight.

help you see if you need
•

Indirect lighting disperses the light to
the side of the night light, so you never
have to look directly at the light
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SUMAMRY
In today’s world it can seem impossible to get away from blue light. According to research
done by the World Economic Forum, Americans over the age of 18 spend around 11 hours
a day in front of a screen of some sort.10 This over exposure to blue light is having a
negative impact on our sleep, mainly our circadian rhythm, by blocking the production of
melatonin to our brain and our eyes causing damage that could eventually lead to longterm harm such as macular degeneration.
Luckily, thanks to technology in other areas, we are able to combat the overexposure to
blue light with by introducing more warm light into our routine with things like night shift
mode on our Apple devices and adding in amber lighting to our bedroom.
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